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Current-voltage characteristics of carbon nanotubes with substitutional nitrogen

Chao-Cheng Kaun,1 Brian Larade,1 Hatem Mehrez,1 Jeremy Taylor,2,1 and Hong Guo1
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~Received 30 November 2001; revised manuscript received 08 March 2002; published 14 May 2002!

We reportab initio analysis of current-voltage (I -V) characteristics of carbon nanotubes with nitrogen
substitution doping. For zigzag semiconducting tubes, doping with a single N impurity increases current flow
and, for small radii tubes, narrows the current gap. Doping a N impurity per nanotube unit cell generates a
metallic transport behavior. NonlinearI -V characteristics set in at high bias and a negative differential resis-
tance region is observed for the doped tubes. These behaviors can be well understood from the alignment/mis-
alignment of the current carrying bands in the nanotube leads due to the applied bias voltage. For a armchair
metallic nanotube, a reduction of current is observed with substitutional doping due to elastic backscattering by
the impurity.
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Carbon nanotubes are either metals or semiconductors
pending on their helicity and therefore have the capability
forming an all carbon nanotube-based molecular electro
system.1,2 As is the case for conventional semiconductor m
terials, doping a carbon nanotube with other atomic spe
provides a means of altering its electronic and transp
properties.3–11 On the theoretical investigations of transpo
through doped nanotubes, almost all analyses so far h
focused on evaluating equilibrium conductance of doped
bon nanotubes3,4,7–10 under various doping conditions an
models. A more complete understanding of doped nanotu
also requires investigations ofnonequilibrium transport
properties such as the current-voltage (I -V) characteristics,
for which the studies were quite limited to date.5,6

In this paper, we present anab initio self-consistent analy
sis of nonequilibrium transport through carbon nanotu
doped with atomic nitrogen in the form of substitution. T
nonequilibrium condition is provided by a finite external bi
voltage that drives a steady-state current flow. We note
existing investigations on transport through doped nanotu
were based on tight-binding or continuum models
dopants,5,6 here we report nonlinearI -V characteristics of
doped nanotubes from first principles. Nitrogen substitut
has already attracted theoretical attention for its structu3

and equilibrium transport4,8 properties. It is interesting struc
turally because replacing a carbon by a nitrogen in an ot
wise pristine nanotube does not cause substantial struc
relaxation.3 It is also interesting transport wise as the sub
tution disorder provides elastic scattering centers that a
the steplike equilibrium conductance of pure nanotubes4,10

Our calculation further suggests that nitrogen doping
have a profound nonlinear influence on the transport pro
ties of semiconducting nanotubes. Our main results are
following.

~i! The current flowing through zigzag semiconducti
nanotubes is increased by even a single substitutional n
gen and, for small radius tubes, the current gap is narrow

~ii ! For periodic doping of a N atom per unit cell of a
semiconducting nanotube, transport becomes metallic
the I -V curve shows a nonlinear behavior and a nega
differential resistance~NDR!.
0163-1829/2002/65~20!/205416~5!/$20.00 65 2054
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~iii ! For an armchair metallic nanotube, doping with
single N impurity slightly reduces the current. Finally, all th
nonequilibrium transport properties can be understood fr
the electronic structure of the doped carbon nanotube
vices, and a simple physical picture emerges for these
vices from the point of view of alignment or misalignment
the current carrying bands of the leads due to the applied
voltage.

We consider carbon nanotubes doped with one or m
nitrogen atoms, in the form of substitution of carbon by n
trogen. We neglect the very small structural relaxation due
the substitution.3 A bias voltageVb is applied across the
nanotube device, which drives a steady-state current flow
along the tube axis. The entire system can be viewed a
device scattering region~where the atom substitution reside!
connected to two nanotube leads.12,13Exactly how nanotubes
are doped will depend on various experimental conditio
and in this work we focus on the simplest model and
qualitative physics associated with nonequilibrium transp
Our investigation is based on a recently developed s
consistent first-principles technique12 that combines the
Keldysh nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism14–16

~NEGF! with a real space self-consistent density-function
theory~DFT!.13 For details of this method we refer intereste
readers to Ref. 12. The transmission coefficientT(E,Vb),
which is a function of energyE and biasVb , is calculated
from Green’s functions,15,12 and electric current is obtaine
as

I 5
2e

h E
mmin

mmax
dE~ f l2 f r !T~E,Vb!, ~1!

wheremmax/min is the maximum/minimum value of the elec
trochemical potential of the two leads andf l ,r is the Fermi
distribution function.

Figure 1 plots transport result for (7,0) zigzag semico
ducting nanotubes with and without doping of a single nit
gen. The equilibrium result, i.e., transmission coefficient
zero biasT(E,Vb50), is plotted versus scattering electro
energy in Fig. 1~a! ~Fermi energy is atEF50, dashed line!.
The changes ofT(E,Vb50) for pure tubes~dotted line! cor-
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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KAUN, LARADE, MEHREZ, TAYLOR, AND GUO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 205416
FIG. 1. For pure and single N doped (7,0
nanotubes.~a! The equilibrium transmission co
efficient versus energy.~b! The band structure of
the lead versus energy whereka is the Bloch
number: solid line is the hybridization band. Th
Fermi level is atEF50. ~c! The I -V curves.~d!,
~g! Evolution of the total transmission coefficien
T(E,Vb) under increasing bias voltage for pur
tube ~dotted line! and single N-doped tube~solid
line!. The transmission coefficient for each co
ducting band for doped tube are also shown (d

and x). ~e!, ~h! Band structures of the left lead
and~f!, ~i! for the right lead. The bands that con
tribute to conduction are indicated by symbo
(d andx). The states in right lead are raised b
bias voltage. The unit for energy is eV, for bia
voltage is V, and for current ismA.
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relate perfectly with the corresponding nanotube ba
structure17 shown in Fig. 1~b!: T(E,Vb50) jumps in steps of
2 because the bands are doubly degenerate; an exce
being the ‘‘hybridization band’’ shown by the solid line@Fig.
1~b!#, which comes from hybridization of graphitic states d
to nanotube curvature.18 T(E,Vb50) with the single nitro-
gen substitution@solid line, Fig. 1~a!#, while following the
same general trend, is somewhat reduced in value du
backscattering of electrons by the nitrogen impurity.10 Lam-
mert et al.8 showed that doping a N impurity gives rise to
impurity levels having energies within the energy gap of
semiconductor nanotube. These impurity levels do not a
with bands of the pristine nanotube leads and therefore
not contribute to conduction in any appreciable way, i.e.,
doping does not introduce a resonance transmission a
energy within the gap. More interesting is the result un
nonequilibrium condition, shown in Figs. 1~d! and 1~g!. Fig-
ure 1~d! plots T(E,Vb51.14) versusE in range 0,E,Vb
@according to Eq.~1!, only the bands inside this range ca
contribute to conduction#. For pure tubeT(E,Vb51.14)50,
but for doped tubeT(E,Vb51.14)Þ0 and it appears differ-
ent as compared to the equilibrium result. This behavior
be understood qualitatively from the point of view of ba
alignment of the nanotube leads. AsVb ~applied to the right
lead! is increased from zero, the bands in the right lead@Fig.
1~f!# are shifted upwards by amountVb relative to those of
the left lead5,6 @Fig. 1~e!#. Therefore, atVb51.14 V, the
valence band of the right lead align~in energy! with the
hybridization band of the left lead, andT(E ,Vb) is nonzero
for doped tubes while is still zero for pure tubes. For a p
tube,T(E ,Vb) becomes nonzero only when thep* band of
left lead ~conduction band, not the hybridization band! is
aligned with thep band of right lead~valence band!, because
these bands have the same rotational symmetry.2,5,6,19How-
ever, atVb51.14 V, these bands have not been aligned y
thereforeT(E ,Vb) remains zero at this voltage. For dope
tubes, on the other hand, rotational symmetry is broken
20541
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the presence of impurity, andT(E ,Vb) becomes nonzero
when any bands of left and right leads are aligned. He
T(E ,Vb) starts to be nonzero for doped tubes atVb

'0.81 V due to the starting of alignment of the left hybri
ization band to the right valence band. For the pure tu
conduction only starts whenVb'1.20 V at which the right
valence band starts to align with the left conduction ba
The significance of these results is that current becomes
zero atVb'0.81 V for doped tubes while remains zero un
Vb'1.20 V for pure tubes, shown by theI -V curves of Fig.
1~c!. Therefore, even a single nitrogen doping has narrow
the current gap for (7,0) tubes by a significant amount, a
we can make the same conclusion for other zigzag tubes
radii less than that of the (9,0) tube because all these s
radii tubes have a hybridization band withG point lower than
that of theirp* band.18 The conclusion also has implication
on the magnitudes of current and transmission coefficie
T(E ,Vb). For example, atVb'1.63 V @Fig. 1~g!#, both
doped and pure (7,0) tubes are conducting. However,
doped tubes both the leftp* and hybridization bands con
tribute to transport, while only thep* contributes for the
pure tubes. For doped tubes the individual transmiss
through the hybridization band~triangles! and thep* band
~solid circles! are also shown forVb51.63 V @Fig. 1~g!#: the
contribution from thep* band is only slightly smaller than
the total transmission through the pure tube~dotted line!.
This is why current and total transmissionT(E ,Vb) take
larger values for the doped tubes@Fig. 1~c!#. Finally, we have
checked numerically that the individual channel transmiss
;(v lv r), wherev l ,r5(1/\)(]E/]k) is the group velocity of
left ~right! lead ~the slope of the band!,20 a result that is
consistent with the well known Fisher-Lee relationship.21

Next we consider (7,0) tubes periodically doped with
nitrogen atom per nanotube unit cell, the results shown
Fig. 2. At equilibrium, i.e.,Vb50, there are three band
crossingEF so thatT(Ef ,Vb50)53 indicating a metallic
6-2
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CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF CARBON . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 205416
FIG. 2. For periodic N-doped (7,0) nano
tubes. In~a!,~c!,~d!,~g!, the solid line is for peri-
odic doping but with one N atom located at
disordered position; the dotted line is for perfe
periodic doping. ~a! The equilibrium conduc-
tance;~b! the band structure of the lead;~c! the
I -V curve;~d!, ~g! the evolution of total transmis-
sion coefficientT(E,Vb); and ~e!, ~h!, ~f!, ~i! are
for band structures of the left and right lead
Units are the same as in Fig. 1.
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behavior@Fig. 2~a!#. One of the bands that cutsEF , labeled
by N, is derived primarily from the nitrogen atomic state a
this band is roughly half filled@see Fig. 2~b!#. Again, the
steplikeT(E ,Vb50) curve@Fig. 2~a!# can be perfectly cor-
related with the band structure. Since each band is nonde
erate,T(E ,Vb50) increases in steps of one unit. Figs. 2~d!
and 2~g! ~dotted line! show nonequilibrium results o
T(E,Vb) for Vb51.14 V and 1.63 V, respectively. AsVb is
increased from zero to 0.74 V~applied to the right lead!,
currentI increases from zero to maximum value because
band edge of the right N band is raised to align with theEF
of the left lead, and the overlap between the N bands of
and right leads becomes maximum giving rise to the ma
mum current,5,6 shown in theI -V curve of Fig. 2~c!. When
Vb increases further,I starts to decrease a little, because
slope of the left N band decreases at large energies@see Fig.
2~e!#, NDR therefore appears. WhenVb increase to 1.16 V,
the N-band edge of left lead aligns with theEF of right lead,
and the overlap of the N bands starts to decreases, as a
the current decreases further. Although there are some o
bands~box, solid diamond, and solid circles, see Fig. 2~h!
and 2~i! that can contribute to conduction, they cannot co
pensate for the loss of conduction due to the misalignmen
the N bands. The overall result is thatI takes a minimum
value atVb'1.48 V. This way, largely by the alignment o
misalignment of the N bands of the leads, NDR occurs in
doped nanotubes as shown by theI -V curve of Fig. 2~c!.
Finally, whenVb is increased to;1.63 V, the contribution
of these other bands becomes larger and current incre
after the NDR.

The above results of periodic doping are somewhat
tered by disorder. As a simplest model, we investigated
effect by shifting position of one of the N impurities to a ne
position that is 51.43° along the nanotube circumfere
from the periodic N-impurity line. Such a disorder lowers t
symmetry of periodically doped tubes. As shown in Fig. 2~a!
~solid line!, the disorder introduces backscattering that
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duces equilibrium transmission coefficientT(E,Vb50) as
compared with that of periodic doping. In nonequilibriu
situation ~under a finite bias!, shown in Fig. 2~c!, for Vb

,1.3 V the disorder reduces current where the main c
duction comes from the N band that is metallic. This redu
tion of current is consistent with the reduction of transm
sion coefficientT(E,Vb51.14) of Fig. 2~d! ~solid line!. On
the other hand, forVb.1.3 V, the disorder slightly in-
creases the current, similar to that happens in semicond
ing nanotubes, where the main conduction comes from
other bands. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2~g!, T(E,Vb51.63)
~solid line! is reduced for N band but increased for the oth
bands.

As discussed above, we expect the transport results
tained from (7,0) nanotubes to hold for other small ra
zigzag tubes, and we confirmed this expectation by exp
calculations on doped (8,0) nanotubes. Furthermore, wh
the effect of nitrogen doping on metallic nanotubes? Fig
3~c! shows a linearI -V curve for (10,10) armchair nanotube
with or without doping, as expected for metallic tubes.12 The
equilibrium transmissionT(E,Vb50) is shown in Fig. 3~a!
together with the band structure@Fig. 3~b!#, and they are
consistent with known results.4 In particular, tubes with one
substitutional nitrogen have two dips inT(E,Vb50), which
are due to resonant backscattering by quasibound de
states as investigated before.4 Figures 3~d! and 3~g! show
nonequilibriumT(E,Vb) in the range of 0,E,Vb for Vb
50.76 V and 1.09 V, respectively, for pristine tubes~dotted
line! and with single N impurity~solid line!. Up to Vb
50.76 V, there are onlyp, p* bands inside the window
mmax2mmin @see Eq.~1! and Figs. 3~e!, 3~f!# which contrib-
ute to current. The total nonequilibrium transmissi
T(E,Vb50.76), Fig. 3~d!, for the pure tube is therefore 2
and it is less than 2 for the N doped tubes due to backsca
ing. The symbols give transmission coefficient ofp* andp
band separately for the doped tube and they are reduced
6-3
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FIG. 3. For pure and single N-doped metall
(10,10) tubes.~a! The equilibrium conductance
~b! the band structure of the lead;~c! the I -V
curves;~d!, ~g! the evolution of the total trans
mission coefficientT(E,Vb); and ~e!, ~h!, ~f!, ~i!
for band structures of the left and right lead
Units are the same as in Fig. 1.
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unity away fromE50. The backscattering reduces the c
rent, as shown by theI -V curve @Fig. 3~c!#. When Vb
.0.76 V, higher nanotube bands of the left lead start
align with that of the right lead. For a perfect nanotube th
higher bands cannot conduct withp* and p bands due to
different rotational symmetry.2,5 They do contribute to cur-
rent for doped tubes because the rotational symmetry is
ken by the impurity. For example, atVb51.09 V the tri-
angles in Fig. 3~g! indicate transmission between the high
band of the left lead@indicated by triangles in Fig. 3~h!# and
thep* (p) band of the right lead@Fig. 3~i!#. However, while
the current reducing due to a N doping in~10,10! tubes is
small (;2% atVb51.09 V), larger effect is found for (4,4
tubes (;9% at Vb51.09 V).22 This is reasonable since i
the (4,4) tube, the impurity density is higher providing mo
scattering.

To summarize, we have investigated nonequilibriu
transport properties of nitrogen doped carbon nanotubes
ing ab initio techniques in the model of substitutional do
ing. The doped zigzag nanotubes show interesting,
somewhat surprising, result that even a single atom subs
tion has increased the current flow and, for small radii tub
narrowed the current gap. The physical reason is the br
,
v.

,

et
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ing of rotational symmetry by the impurity which allow
current to be carried from the hybridization band to thep
band of the two nanotube leads. Periodical substitut
makes zigzag semiconducting tubes metallic, while the b
alignment and dispersion effects induce a NDR in the n
linear I -V curve. For an armchair metallic nanotube, dopi
with a single impurity reduces current due to elastic ba
scattering. These results show that breaking the symmetr
impurities can raise the current flow for semiconducti
tubes and reduce current for metallic tubes. In this regard,
note that symmetry breaking can be achieved by differ
means, in addition to impurity doping, other effects includi
structural imperfection, surrounding one nanotube by ot
tubes,23 or applying a gate voltage, can lower the symme
of a nanotube device thereby influencing its charge trans
properties.
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